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A theoretical method for computer modeling of DNA condensation caused by ligand binding is developed. In the method, starting (s) and condensed (c) states are characterized by
different free energies for ligand free DNA (Fs and Fc respectively), ligand binding constants
(Ks and Kc) and stoichiometry dependent parameters (csm and ccm – maximum relative concentration of bound ligands (per base pair) for starting and condensed state respectively).
The method allows computation of the dependence of the degree of condensation (the fraction of condensed DNA molecules) on ligand concentration. Calculations demonstrate that
condensation transition occurs under an increase in ligand concentration if Fs < Fc (i.e.
Ssc = exp [- (Fc - Fs) / (RT)], the equilibrium constant of the s-c transition, is low (Ssc << 1))
and Ks < Kc. It was also found that condensation is followed by decondensation at high ligand concentration if the condensed DNA state provides the number of sites for ligand binding less than the starting state (csm > ccm). A similar condensation-decondensation effect was
found in recent experimental studies. We propose its simple explanation.
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Introduction
DNA molecules are stored in vivo in the compact (condensed) state within small
volumes of cell nucleus and viral capsids. Condensation is required for efficient
packing and protection of the genome. However, to allow transcription, DNA must
be decondensed in part. Therefore transitions between different degrees of DNA
compactization are involved in many biological processes such as transcription (13), gene silencing (2, 3) and viral transfection (4, 5). In vitro experiments show that
DNA condensation dramatically accelerates complementary recognition (6) and
cyclization of DNA (7), and suppresses the double helix melting (8).
DNA condensation may be induced in vitro by “crowding agents” such as uncharged
flexible polymers or small globular proteins (9, 10), or by adding multivalent counterions, e.g. multivalent metal ions, polyamines or cationic lipids (10, 11). The condensation effect is important for modeling of DNA packing in vivo; it is used in gene
therapy (12, 13) and is investigated for the use in nanoelectronics (14, 15).
As it is known for a long time, addition of critical (cocr) or overcritical ligand concentration to DNA solution gives rise to an abrupt DNA transition to the condensed
state (10, 11). Besides, during the past few years, it was revealed that when the concentration of ligands grows far beyond cocr to some new critical value, cod, condensed DNA undergoes an inverse transition to the starting state (7, 16-19). In the
framework of electrostatic approaches, DNA condensation at co = cocr corresponds to
a decrease in the DNA linear charge density (11, 20), while the DNA decondensation
at co = cod corresponds to the full charge neutralization or charge reversal (21, 22).
We propose another approach for calculation of DNA condensation (23). It is sup-
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posed that penalty of the condensed state in ligand free DNA is compensated by
stronger ligand binding to this state. Instead of detailed consideration of the electrostatic effects we calculate the free energy difference for ligand complexes with
the starting and condensed state of a DNA molecule omitting consideration of
mechanisms underlying the difference. The possibility of a change in stoichiometry in DNA-ligand complexes during condensation is taken into account because
stoichiometry effects strongly influence DNA conformational transitions (26, 27).
Calculations show that DNA condensation at medium ligand concentrations is followed by decondensation at higher concentrations, if the condensed state is characterized by ligand binding constant greater, and the number of binding sites less
than the starting state.
Model
Let a DNA molecule of L units (base pairs) can be either in the starting (s) or condensed (c) state. Partially condensed molecules are absent. Such a situation is
often observed in single molecule microscopy experiments (24, 25). In the absence
of ligands, the starting and condensed states are characterized by different free
energies (Fs and Fc respectively). The equilibrium constant for s → c transition in
free DNA (without ligands) is given by Eq. [1]:
Ssc = exp [- (Fc-Fs) / (RT)]

[1]

Condensation transition is caused by stronger ligand binding to the condensed state.
Let the molar concentration of free ligands is denoted as co. Ligand binding constants with both states (Ks and Kc) and co determine the relative concentration (per
base pair) of ligands bound to the starting [cs = ks / (ns ⋅ L)] and to the condensed
[cc = kc / (nc ⋅ L)] state. ks, kc is the number of ligands bound to ns DNA molecules
in the starting state, and nc condensed DNA molecules, respectively. A ligand
bound to the starting (s) or condensed (c) state covers ms or mc base pairs (or
nucleotides of one strand) respectively. Another ligand can not be bound to the
same site. csm and ccm are the maximum (saturation) relative concentrations for
starting and condensed state, respectively (cs < csm and cc < ccm for any co value; cs
≈ csm if Ks ⋅ co >> 1, and cc ≈ ccm if Kc ⋅ co >> 1). csm and ccm can be also considered as the relative (per base pair) number of binding sites for a given state (s or c).
Let us introduce parameters rs and rc for the case cim ≠ mi-1 where i = s or i = c:
csm = (rs ⋅ ms)-1;

rs = (csm ⋅ ms)-1

[2]

ccm = (rc ⋅ mc)-1;

rc = (ccm ⋅ mc)-1

[3]

and

Figure 1: Different modes of ligand binding to DNA
and corresponding mi, cim and ri values. Figure 1A and
1B correspond to the starting state (i = s), and Figure 1C
corresponds to the condensed state (i = c).
A – starting DNA state. Every base pair can be free or
bound to one ligand that covers three base pairs (ms =
3 bp). It is obvious that csm, the maximum relative
concentration of bound ligands (per base pair), is
equal to 1/3. Therefore rs = (csm ⋅ ms)-1 is equal to 1.
B – starting DNA state. Every nucleotide can be free or
bound to one ligand that covers three nucleotides of one
strand, which belong to three neighboring base pairs
(ms = 3 bp). Ligands can bind to different strands independently. Therefore every base pair can be either free
or bound to one or two ligands. csm = 2/3 and rs = 0.5.
C – condensed DNA state. Every ligand covers 6
nucleotides of two remote regions of a DNA molecule
(three nucleotides of every strand (mc = 3)). ccm = 1/3
and rc = 1.

Parameters rs and rc characterize the arrangement of ligands relative to DNA
strands in the starting and condensed states (see (26, 27) for details). Three examples of various types of ligand interaction and corresponding rs and rc values are
shown in Figure 1.
In Figure 1A, every ligand simultaneously interacts with two strands of the starting
state of a given region of the double helix. Any ligand covers ms = 3 base pairs and
another ligand cannot bind to the same base pairs. It is obvious that csm, the maximum relative concentration of bound ligands (per base pair), is equal to 1/3.
Therefore rs = (csm ⋅ ms)-1 is equal to 1.
In Figure 1B, every ligand interacts with one strand of the starting state of the double helix. A ligand covers ms = 3 nucleotides of one strand and prohibits binding
to them of other ligands. Thus every base pair can bind one ligand, two ligands or
be free. The bound ligand does not give rise to any restriction for binding to the

opposite strand. csm, maximum relative concentration of bound ligands (per base
pair), is equal to 2/3 and rs = 0.5
In Figure 1C, every ligand interacts with two remote regions of the condensed double helix. A ligand covers 2 ⋅ mc nucleotides (mc nucleotides of every of the two
remote regions). This type of binding is characterized by mc = 3, ccm = 1/3, rc = 1
as well as a type depicted in Figure 1A. However, as shown in the figure, it corresponds to another structure of DNA-ligand complex.
In the next part of the paper, equations are derived for calculation of the binding curves
for both states (dependences cs (co), cc (co)) and of the condensation curve (fraction of
condensed molecules, ϑ (co) = nc / (ns + nc)) for given Ssc, Ks, Kc, ms, mc, csm, ccm.
The Calculation Method
The chemical potential of a free ligand in solution is given by the standard expression:

µ = µo + R ⋅ T ⋅ ln (co)

[4]

where co is molar concentration of free ligands, R - universal gas constant per mole;
T - temperature (K), µo - standard chemical potential.
Let ks ligands are bound to the starting and kc ligands to the condensed state of
DNA molecules, i.e. k = ks + kc ligands are withdrawn from a solution of molar concentration co and the free energy of the solution is decreased by k ⋅ µ. The total
change in the free energy of DNA molecules and ligand solution [∆F (ks, kc, ns, nc,
co)] caused by binding of ks ligands to ns DNA molecules in the starting state and
kc ligands to nc condensed molecules is given by Eq. [5]:
∆F (ks, kc, ns, nc, co) = ∑ (niFi + kiΨi - kiµ) - R ⋅ T ⋅ ln (W)

[5]

i = s, c

where Fi is the free energy of a DNA molecule in state i in the absence of absorbed
ligands (i = s and i = c for the starting and condensed state respectively); Ψi is the
free energy of a ligand bound to a DNA molecule in state i; W is the number of distinguishable rearrangements for given ks, kc, ns and nc. If L >> ms, mc, then W is
determined by Eq. [6]:
W =

( n s + n c )!
⋅
n s ! ⋅n c !

∏
i = s,c

[ Ni / ri - ( m i - 1) ⋅ k i ]!
k i ! ⋅ ( Ni / ri - m i ⋅ k i )!

[6]

where Ns = ns ⋅ L, Nc = nc ⋅ L and L is the number of base pairs in each of (ns + nc)
DNA molecules. Eq. [6] was originally derived for calculation of melting curves of
DNA-ligand complexes (26, 27). However, the equation is also valid for the case
of DNA condensation if it is assumed that the sliding of a DNA molecule along its
axis is prohibited in the condensed state; such an assumption has been successively used for description of ligand binding to liquid crystalline DNA phase (28).
The equilibrium (the most probable) values of ni and ki correspond to the minimum
of ∆F. One can find the equilibrium values for ni and ki from the Stirling expression, ln (n!) ≈ n ⋅ [ln (n) - 1], and the condition of ∆F minimum [7, 8]:
∂(∆F) / ∂ki = 0

[7]

∂(∆F) / ∂ni = 0

[8]

From Eq. [7], one obtains the standard mass action law (Eq. [9]) for the system
under consideration (26, 27, 29):
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ri ⋅ ci ⋅ [1 - ri ⋅ (mi - 1) ⋅ ci] mi - 1
co ⋅ (1 - ri ⋅ mi ⋅ ci) mi

,

[9]

where Ki = exp [(µo – Ψi) / (R ⋅ T)] is the ligand binding constant for state i; ci is
the relative concentration (degree of binding) of ligands bound to state i, ci = ki /
Ni. The maximum possible relative concentration of ligands bound to the i’th state
is cim = 1 / (ri ⋅ mi).
From Eq. [8], one obtains Eq. [10] for the degree of condensation of DNA molecules, ϑ:

ϑ = U ⋅ Ssc / (1 + U ⋅ Ssc),

[10]

where Ssc = exp [-(Fc – Fs) / (R ⋅ T)] is the equilibrium constant for the transition
between the starting and condensed DNA states in the absence of ligands and U is
determined by Eq. [11]:
U = ∏ {[1 - ri ⋅ (mi - 1) ⋅ ci] / (1 - ri ⋅ mi ⋅ ci)} (-1)i ⋅ (L / ri)

[11]

i = s, c

For calculation of the condensation curve [ϑ (co)], cs and cc are obtained from Eq.
[9] for a given co. After that cs and cc are substituted into Eqs. [10], [11].
Computation of ϑ is carried out for given Ssc, rs, rc, ms, mc, Ks, Kc and variable co.
Results and Discussion

Figure 2: Condensation caused by higher binding constant of ligands to the condensed state. L = 1000 bp, Ks
< Kc, rs = rc = 1; ms = mc = 3; csm = ccm = 1/3; Ks = 10
M-1; Kc = 100 M-1. Ssc = 10-1, 10-3, 10-7. Ssc values are
shown in the figure.

It is obvious that the equilibrium constant of the transition from the starting to the
condensed state is very low in the absence of ligands (Ssc << 1) because the condensed form does not exist without ligands as follows from experimental studies.
Therefore to induce condensation transition the binding constant for the condensed
state must be higher than that for the starting state (Kc > Ks) to compensate free
energy penalty of the condensed state. Condensation curves for such a transition
are depicted in Figure 2 for the case of equal number of binding sites per base pair
for both states (csm = ccm). Curve position relative to the concentration scale is
characterized by the concentration of the condensation transition (cocr). For this
concentration, the degree of condensation, ϑ (cocr), is equal to 0.5. As follows from
the figure, the starting state is not stable in the absence of ligands if Ssc = 10-1.
There is an appreciable fraction of condensed molecules for ligand free DNA. If
Ssc ≤ 10-3, then the starting state is sufficiently stable in the absence of ligands and
the fraction of free condensed DNA molecules is small. For L = 1000 bp, the value
of Ssc = 10-3 corresponds to ~5 kcal difference between Fc and Fs per DNA molecule and to 0.005 kcal difference per base pair (~1% of energy of heat motion
(RT)). It means that a very small difference in free energy between the starting and
condensed state is sufficient to provide sufficient stability of the starting state in the
absence of ligands or for subcritical ligand concentration (co < cocr) as well as to
provide stable condensed state if co > cocr. These results demonstrate that condensation can be caused by very weak interactions. Various approaches give the free
energy of DNA condensation in the interval 10-2 - 10-1 RT per base pair (11).
It must be mentioned that an increase in the binding constant to the starting state
(Ks) for a given Kc hinders condensation and increases cocr. If Ks ≥ Kc, condensation is impossible in the case of equal stoichiometry of both states (csm = ccm).
Let us consider influence of DNA length on the condensation process. If Ssc is not
changed with the length of DNA molecules (L) then cocr strongly decreases with L
(Figure 3) because, for a given co value, the number of ligands bound to s or c DNA
state is equal to L ⋅ cs and L ⋅ cc respectively, where cs and cc are independent of L
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Figure 3:
A) Condensation curves for DNA’s of various
lengths and constant Ssc value (Ssc = 10-7, ms
= mc = 3 bp, rs = rc = 1, Ks = 10 M-1, Kc = 100
M-1). L values are shown in the figure.
B) Dependence of concentration of condensation transition (cocr) on L for the same
parameter values.

as follows from Eq. [9]. Therefore, for longer DNA, lower values of co as well as
of cs and cc are sufficient to compensate a free energy penalty of the condensed state.
However, in real systems Fs and Fc as well as their difference must be proportional to DNA length (L). It means that
Ssc = SoL

[12]

where So is the statistical weight of a base pair in a condensed DNA molecule; the
statistical weight of a base pair for DNA molecule in the starting state is equal to
1. In this case, cocr is independent of L if L ≥ 100 bp (Figure 4A). There is a linear dependence of the concentration interval (∆co) of condensation transition on
1/L (Figure 4B) where
∆co = 1 / ϑ(cocr)′co

[13]

Condensation can also arise in the case of equal binding constants (Kc = Ks) if there
is higher number of binding sites for the condensed state (csm < ccm). The corresponding curve is exhibited in Figure 5 (curve 1). In this case, condensation occurs
due to lower free energy of the condensed state caused by higher number of bound
ligands (per base pair, cs < cc) for any given molar concentration of free ligands
(co). Besides, the condensed state is characterized by higher entropy for the case
of csm < ccm because there are more rearrangements for a given number of ligands
in the case of larger number of binding sites in the condensed molecule.
Figure 5: Condensation caused by higher
number of binding sites for the condensed
state; csm < ccm, L = 1000 bp, Ssc = 10-7.
1 – equal binding constants for the starting
and condensed state. Ks = Kc = 100 M-1;
ms = mc = 3 bp; csm = 1/3, ccm = 2/3; rs = 1,
rc = 0.5.
2 - equal full free energies of direct ligand
binding for fully saturated starting and
condensed states (Kscsm = Kcccm). ms = mc
= 3 bp; rs = 1, rc = 0.5; csm = 1/3, ccm = 2/3;
Ks = 100 M-1, Kc = 10 M-1.

Figure 4: Condensation curves (A), and the dependence of the concentration interval of the condensation
transition (∆co) on 1/L for DNA’s of various length (B).
Ssc = SoL, So = 0.9840, ms = mc = 3 bp, rs = rc = 1, Ks =
10 M-1, Kc = 100 M-1. Ssc = 0.2 for L = 102 bp; Ssc =
10-7 for L = 103 bp; Ssc = 10-70 for L = 104 bp. In this
case, the difference in the free energy between the starting and condensed state is proportional to the DNA
length (L). L values are shown in the figure.
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To study whether this purely entropy effect itself can cause condensation, let us calculate condensation curve for equal free energies of direct ligand binding for fully
saturated starting and condensed states. It means that KsL ⋅ csm = KcL ⋅ ccm or Kscsm
= Kcccm where L ⋅ csm and L ⋅ ccm is the total number of binding sites for the starting and condensed state of DNA molecule. Results of these calculations are shown
in Figure 5 (curve 2). As follows from the figure, this purely entropy effect caused
by higher number of binding sites gives rise to DNA condensation even if Ks > Kc.
However the stoichiometry effects described above (Figure 5) are hardly probable
because the condensed form can usually absorb less ligands than the starting one due
to spatial restrictions. In real DNA systems, csm must be greater than ccm. Therefore
condensation can arise only if the binding constant is higher for the condensed form
(Ks < Kc). Such a model of ligand binding is depicted in Figure 6. Every ligand
covers three base pairs for both DNA forms (ms = mc = 3). The starting state can
absorb at saturation level (Ks ⋅ co >> 1) double number of ligands in comparison
with condensed one (csm = 2 ⋅ ccm because rc = 2 ⋅ rs and ms = mc). Every ligand
forms a single contact if it is bound to the starting state and two contacts with the
condensed state. Therefore Ks2 = Kc because the free energy of direct binding for
two contacts is two times higher. A similar model has been proposed for hexamminecobalt(III)-induced DNA condensation (20, 30), where one ligand forms one
contact with starting DNA conformation and two contacts with a condensed one.

Figure 6: Different modes of ligand binding to the
starting and condensed state. The condensed state
absorbs less ligands at saturation level (csm = 2 ⋅ ccm),
but it forms more contacts per ligand increasing the free
energy of direct ligand binding by two times (Ks2 = Kc
= 100 M-1).
A – starting DNA state. ms = 3 bp, csm = 2/3 (every ligand interacts with one strand and gives one contact with
DNA molecule, Ks = 10 M-1).
B – condensed DNA state. mc = 3 bp, ccm = 1/3 (every
ligand forms two contacts with two strands of remote
parts of a DNA molecule, Kc = 100 M-1).

As in the previous cases (Figures 2-5), DNA condensation occurs if co > cocr
(Figure 7). However, at very high concentration of free ligands (co > cod), DNA
undergoes a transition to the starting state in contrast to models of binding considered in Figures 2-5. Thus, there are two transitions caused by increasing ligand
concentration: from the starting to condensed state at medium concentration and
from condensed to the starting state at high concentration. A scheme of these transitions is exhibited in Figure 8.

Figure 7: The condensation curve for the
model depicted in Figure 6. Condensation
does not occur for low (0 ≤ co < cocr) and
high (co > cod) ligand concentrations. Ks =
10 M-1, Kc = 100 M-1, S12 = 10-7, L =
1000 bp, ms = mc = 3 bp, csm = 2/3, ccm = 1/3.

As follows from the figure, the starting state conserves if concentration of ligands
added to DNA solution is low (co < cocr). Transition to the condensed state occurs
after addition of medium ligand concentration (cocr < co < cod). For this concentration interval, higher binding constant (Kc > Ks) compensates free energy penalty of condensed state inherent in free DNA. Therefore, for medium concentration,
the free energy of the condensed state is lower than of the starting state. However
for sufficiently high ligand concentration (co > cod and Ks ⋅ co > 1, Kc ⋅ co >> 1),
higher number of binding sites in the starting state conditions higher number of
bound ligands (cs > cc ≈ ccm) compensating the penalty of low binding constant
(Ks) because more ligands can be absorbed at starting state at high ligand concentration (energy effect). Besides, there are more distinguishable rearrangements for
these ligands among binding sites due to lower value of the stoichiometry parameter rs in comparison with rc when ms = mc (entropy effect). Thus, the free energy
of the starting state is lower at low ligand concentration (co < cocr) as well as at high
one (co > cod).
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Thus calculations show that DNA condensation at medium ligand concentration is
followed by decondensation at high concentration if the condensed state is characterized by greater binding constant (Kc > Ks) but less number of binding sites (ccm
< csm) in comparison with the starting state.
A similar effect has been revealed in recent experimental studies of DNA condensation caused by polyamine binding (7, 16-19).
It should be mentioned that the effect of “condensation-decondensation” is not
unique for DNA condensation but is general for transitions between the states with
different DNA-ligand stoichiometry.
A stoichiometry effect similar to the effect considered above was described about
30 years ago by Frank-Kamenestkii and co-authors for the helix-coil transition of
DNA-ligand complexes (26, 27). A monotonous increase in DNA melting temperature with ligand concentration was shown for equal stoichiometry of ligand complexes with helical and melted DNA states if the binding constant is higher for the
helical state. However, stabilization of the double helix (increase in melting temperature) at low and medium concentration is changed by destabilization at high
concentration if the helical state is characterized by lower maximum relative concentration of bound ligands in comparison with the melted state. Strong influence
of this stoichiometry effect on DNA stability during protonation and deprotonation
has been demonstrated (31).
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